Introduction
Visual data mining of multiinodal meeting data is a relatively new field in which modality translation has emerged as hedtlomllinant paradigm [6, 7] . In the case study presented inl this paper, which is based on mining collaboratively writtell texts coupled with audio recordings, we propose an alternative approach where the recording of actions (or interaction) history on space-based artefacts (segments of text) is used'in order to uncover not only non-sequential temnporal links with the continuous medium (audio), but also linlks to other non-contiguous space-based artefacts. In this scenarilo. the timing properties of the various data units are nlot Lisedl as the underlying stirLcture of our data represen1tation buLt iather as a means of linking these various data units. We 
Multimedia Data Description
The data collected for each meeting consist of a text document written collaboratively. individual audio files for each participant, and XML-encoded interaction metadata. A collaborative writing environmient was specifically designed to support and capture editing. gesturing and audio interaction among remnote participants [2] . When writing text, co-authors naturally structure their documents into semantic units. Our aim is to keep track of these semantic units from their creation. and follow their evolution during the co-writing process. We assune that the appropriate granularity for text units for this purpose is the paragraph. Whenever an editing or gesturing operation is perfolrmed on a paragraph, our system generates timestamps containing information on the agent who performed the operation. the type of action (Insert, Delete, Paste, Cut, Point etc) the start and end time of the action, and the exact content of the editing operation. An XML representation of the document attaches these timnestamps to the paragraphs for which they were generated. If the document is structurally modified, the system ensures that these paragraph timestamps are handled accordingly. A detailed description of this timestanping model can be found in [3] . 3 
Retrieval Model and Units
The final text document produced during the collaborative editing task is used as the basis of our data represen-tation. We believe the textual outcomiie is a natural and intuitive starting poinlt for visual data mining. Furthennore 
Audio Segmentation and Reduction
One of the challenges in multimnedia retrieval resides in organising the data in a meaningful graphical representation of the information, an issue which is usually compounded by the large data sets available. In the model described above, sirply representing the retrieval units without any pre-processing has the major inconvenience of creating tree representations with thousands of-nodes. This is mainly due to the large number of speech exchanges occurring durino the meeting, typically in the hundreds, even for relatively short meetings (20 to 45 minutes). In what follows, we discuss the strategies we implemented for efficiently mapping speech exchanges in our prototype and what results this mapping has had on the infonnation mining task. We wish to stress that all subsequent considerations on audio segment reduction and merging only applies to the displaying of audio nodes inforination on the user interface. The audio file itself is never truncated and can always be accessed either sequentially or randornly.
The initial segmentation of audio is done through silence detection. Due to the nature of the audio recordino. initially done in RTP packet folmat, the issue of speaker identification is trivial. The speaker is simply inferred from the RTP source identifier. We are henceforth able to build a binamy audio profile for each participanlt, using a granularity of one second, representing speech or silence intervals. These easily define temporal speech segments. Once the meeting is recorded, these segments are of known length anud can be totally ordered. Let s l,e s, and e ) be respectively the start and end time of two audio segments Aul and Au-5. We use a subset of Allen The criteria for audio segment merging discussed below aims to meet the following requirements: to reduce the number of audio segments inapped for compact graphical representation while following the natural structure of discourse for meaningful listening. Audio segments with the during relation refer to sections of the audio recordino when several participants are speaking at the same time. As people generally tend not to speak at the same time in remote settings, we have found that occurrenices of these relations within our meetings corpus are rare in comparison with the other two before and overlap.s relations [2] . These speech segments are generally of very short duration and alnost always consist of false starts, acknowledgements or comments made while another participant is speaking (e.g "yes"' "right", ''ok"). It can also be argued that in remote collaborative meetings, participanits feel a greater need to acknowledge each other's presence with verbal utterances as a way of maintaining awareness [4] in remote collaborative meetings. Taken out of context these individual utterances would appear to be meaninioless. Therefore, in order to prevent them from being displayed the system merges all audio segments related by the during relation. In other words, the audio mapping reduction means that if a participant makes a comment while another participanit is speaking, these concurrent speech exchanges are formally re-oarded as a single segment. The identities of the individual speakers taking part on these merged audio segments is nevertheless preserved.
As pointed out above, the number of audio intervals with the during relation is relatively small. In order to more efficiently map speech exchanges in the tree representation of the mieetinog a second step of audio intervals merging with the overlajps relationi is peiformed. In accordance with the natural structure of discourse, it is reasonable to assume that auldio segments in close time proximity may be relevant to one another. This can be viewed as the question-answer pair paradigmn [7] Figure 2 showvs the result of such audio mnerging for a chunk of audio seg-ments of one meeting, using a tolerance merging value of 3s. which has shown good overall results in our prototype testint-. As there would usually be a short delay between p1Jarticipants speakino and subsequently typing, considerationis previously expressed regarding the overlap of audio segments may also be extended in order to find links be--ween audio and editing operations. In other words, if an udio segment ends within less than the overlap tolerance v\altwte of an editing operation it is regarded as overlapping.
T he merging and linking of audio intervals and editing operations described above is important for the data mining task in that they allow for clustering of audio segments which are not necessarily sequential into retrieval units and relate text segments that are not necessarily contiguous.
Implications for Browsing
MeetingTrees can be straightforwardly mapped to hierarchical user inteiface components. A tree component could be used to display each paragraph's retrieval unit as a branch of audio nodes and editing actions, as shown in Figures 4  and 5 . We claim that this fonn of visual representation highlights segment relationships that would be undetectable in linear browsing modes. Consider, for example, the retrieval units illustrated in Figure 3 . The retrieval unit inferred from paragraph 4 links three non sequential audio segments Avr. Aus and Ant3. It also links paragraph 4 to editing operations performned to four other non-contigouUs text segments. As
time Figure 3 . Non-linear linking the time line suggests, these paragraphs were modified in an arbitrary order, showinig that paragraph 5, physically the closest to paragraph 4, was modified last, after a number of other considerations were discussed and taken into account. The text content of these paragraphs is as follows:
(par4) budget of 3000 fiom the stuidetnt union (par5) maybe charge people more?
Before the participants camne to the conclusion that they needed to charge people more, in paragraph 5, they first made changes to a number of paragraphs, in this order:
(pa-24) bus hire 1500 fbr 60 people (par6) travel 1500
(par]3) 4400 for Astudent,s 2700 fbr.staff in single iooin The subjects participants discussed verbally while these paragraphs were modified are the following:
(Aul]) (par24, 6) travel arrangements, cost of hir-inig a bus, existence of a budget (Au2) (par-13) hotel expenses (Au3) (parS) need to char;ge people more In other words, only when the participants realised that the cost of travel and the hotel would exceed their initial budget (paragraph 4) did they decide to charge for the trip (paragraph 5). Adjusting the value of the overlap tolerance affects the shape and depths of retrieval units. A tQlerance value of 3 seconds was used in the example above. Figure 4 shows a paragraph retrieval unit when the overlap tolerance 
